
Kid Racers

Introduction
This teacher’s guide helps teach young adults about different kinds of kid racers. The world of extreme
sports is gaining in popularity. Adults have taken part in these types of sports for years, but kids are now
increasingly participating in the trend. Students will learn about BMX Racers, dirt bike racers, kart racers,
snowmobile racers, and speedboat racers.

National Standards
This series supports Language Arts, Health, and PE curriculum. Go to www.enslowclassroom.com or
www.enslow.com and click on the Curriculum Correlations tab. Click on your state, grade level, and
curriculum standard to display how any book in this series backs up your state’s specific curriculum
standard.

Classroom Activities
Activities for teaching the five curriculum areas: Reading/Language Arts; Math; Science; Social Studies;
and the Arts, can be found in this teacher’s guide. Intermediate readers will practice identifying and
understanding more challenging and possibly unfamiliar vocabulary, along with a variety of sentence
structures and types, as they learn about the exciting world of extreme racing.

Guided Reading Level: S

Reproducible for Educational Use Only
This guide is reproducible for educational use only and is not for resale. © Enslow Publishers, Inc.

Where to Find More Information About Titles in this Series:
Visit www.enslowclassroom.com and/or www.enslow.com to search for other titles and series, as well as
download the teacher’s guides for other titles in this series:

Titles in this series: Library Edition ISBN: Paperback Edition ISBN:
BMX Racers 978-0-7660-3484-6 978-0-7660-3753-3
Dirt Bike Racers 978-0-7660-3483-9 978-0-7660-3752-6
Kart Racers 978-0-7660-3482-2 978-0-7660-3754-0
Snowmobile Racers 978-0-7660-3487-7 978-0-7660-3756-4
Speedboat Racers 978-0-7660-3485-3 978-0-7660-3755-7

Titles in this series can be purchased through all major vendors or directly from:
Enslow Classroom, an imprint of
Enslow Publishers, Inc.
40 Industrial Road, Box 398
Berkeley Heights, NJ 07922-0398
Phone: 1-800-398-2504
E-mail: customerservice@enslow.com
Web Page: www.enslowclassroom.com or www.enslow.com   



Kid Racers Teacher’s Guide
for

Snowmobile Racers

Young adults are fascinated by learning about their age peers doing interesting things. Most young adults
are involved in some type of sport, whether in school or in their community. Using exciting and engaging
color photographs, this book centers around showing readers what it is like to be a part of extreme sport
racing. Readers will identify with the young adults in the book through biography spotlight features
repeated throughout the book. These features, along with the vivid images created by the language
structures, can lead to discussions about racing snowmobiles and why some people are so interested in
this sport.

Here is some basic information from the book to point out to students as they are reading.

History
The first motorized vehicle on skis, the aerosan, was invented in Russia in the early 1900s. Powered by a
propeller, it was a boxy vehicle. It was invented by Igor Sikorsky. They were used by the Soviet Red
Army during World War II. Adolphe Kégresse, also a Russian, designed an original caterpillar tracks
system, called the Kégresse track, while working for Tsar Nicholas II of Russia between 1906 and 1916.
The first patent in the United States for a snow-vehicle using the now recognized format of rear track(s)
and front skis was issued in 1916.  Numerous people had ideas for a smaller personal snowmobile. It
wasn’t until 1960, when engines became lighter and smaller than before, that what we know now as the
modern snowmobile, was invented.

Equipment
There are several different types of snowmobiles: trail sleds, performance sleds, touring sleds, mountain
sleds, and utility sleds. The main difference between a trail sled and a performance sled is the size of the
engine. Trail sleds have small- to medium-size engines, while performance sleds have large engines. All
types of snowmobiles have the same basic parts: seat, snow flap, track, rear suspension, running boards,
skis, shock absorbers, engine cover, headlight, and windshield. The steering and controlling components
consist of hand grips, starter switch, tachometer, speedometer, throttle, engine shutoff switch, headlight
switch, brake lever, and additional gauges. Safe snowmobile riders wear a helmet, eye protection, face
guard, reinforced pants and jacket, high-top boots, and padded gloves.

Team Building
Snowmobile racing is a family-oriented activity. Family members often work as teammates at races.
Parents and their children often race together and act as one another’s crew. Racing teaches the whole
family about teamwork, but more importantly, it gives families an opportunity to spend together outside
of their busy, daily lives.



The Five Curriculum Activities

SAFETY WARNING:
Before any activity, make sure your students do not have any allergies to items that you might use. Never
use anything that is sharp or may cut a student. Do not use anything too hot or cold which might injure
any student. Always have an adult supervise all activities to ensure the safety of your students.

Reading/Language Arts activity:
After reading pages 34 and 35, encourage students to write a descriptive paragraph of what it would feel
like to fly through the air on a snowmobile. Encourage students to use descriptive verbs and adjectives.
Invite students to share their paragraph with the group.

Math activity:
After reading page 7, have students provide a total number of snowmobiles for each of the ten states listed
at the bottom of the page. Then, ask students to calculate each state’s percentage of the total number of
snowmobiles and present their findings in the form of a gram.

Science activity:
Have students prepare a two-column chart with the following categories included in the first column: skin,
energy bars, cell phone, water, and GPS device. Ask students to conduct research temperatures at which
the items in the first column freeze (or get frostbite, in the case of skin). Once students have conducted
their research, have them record their findings in the second column of the chart. Ask students to discuss
whether they can use the item again after it freezes and explain why or why  not.

Social Studies activity:
Several different racing locations are mentioned throughout this book, such as the World Championship
Snowmobile Derby. Using a map of the United States, find each location that is mentioned in the book.
Are there certain areas of the country where racing is more popular than others? If so, why might this be?
Discuss the possible circumstances that might make certain areas popular with snowmobile racers, such
as weather patterns.

Arts activity:
Have students use the hand safety signals on page 25 to create their own safety poster or flyer. Encourage
students to be creative with the materials they use to create their poster. When all posters are complete,
hang them around the room or in the hallway for others to enjoy.

Answers for Worksheet: 1. Left turn; 2. Sleds following; 3. Last sled in line; 4. Right turn; 5. Stop



Hand Safety Signals

Identify the safety signal from its description. Write your answer on the line.

1. Left hand extended means: ___________________________________________________

2. Arm raised, elbow bent with thumb pointing backward, arm moving forward and backward over
shoulder _______________________________________________________________________

3. Left arm raised at shoulder height, elbow bent, and forearm vertical with hand in a fist means:
____________________________________________________________________________

4. Left arm out, forearm raised, with elbow at a 90-degree angle means__________________
____________________________________________________________________________

5. Left arm raised straight up with palm of hand flat means ____________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Why is it important for snowmobilers to know the hand safety signals? Write your answer on the lines
below.
______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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